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Hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-C: H) films have received a considerable

attention due to their high chemical stability, optical transparency and hardness and

have applied in various areas, especially in protective coatings and tribological

applications [1]. Here we report two kinds of surface selective plasma CVD of a-C:H;

structure selective one and surface material selective one. Structure selective plasma

CVD is realized by tuning kinetic energy and flux of ions impinging onto surface. So

far, we have succeeded in controlling deposition profiles of carbon films on trench

substrates, and realized sub-conformal, conformal and anisotropic deposition profiles.

Surface material selective plasma CVD brings about selective deposition using local

surface temperature and local electric potential of the local surface depending on

surface materials. Experiments were performed using an H-assisted plasma CVD

reactor, in which a capacitively-coupled main discharge and an inductively-coupled

discharge of H atom source were sustained independently [2-5]. Toluene was

supplied at flow rate of 5 sccm, and the total flow rate of H

2

 and Ar was 90 sccm. Gas

flow rate ratio was set from 11% to 55%. The bias voltage was -60V. The substrate

temperature was 100 °C. AFM images of a-C:H films show presence of

concave-convex structures scattered throughout the scanned area. RMS roughness

decreases from 9.9 nm to 3.9 nm with increasing the gas flow rate ratio from 11% to

55%. These results indicate that a-C:H films have RMS roughness below 10 nm can

be obtained by tuning the gas flow rate ratio. Details will be presented at the

conference.
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